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Cover: A 115-USt Grove GMK4115L was set up outside
the Indianapolis airport parking garage and used to
unload pieces of the Link-Belt TCC-1100 that would pass
through an 8-foot opening — and then be reassembled
inside the garage’s atrium. See story on page 18.
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Perspective:
Making Service Personal
RICHARD “DICK” MCDERMOTT, NATIONAL SERVICE MANAGER

I’ve been working for the ALL Family since 1991, and I don’t have plans to retire anytime soon. Growing
up on a farm in Iowa, I learned the importance of equipment uptime from my father. He was one of the
first in our area to have a self-propelled combine, and when it broke down, it wasn’t good for business. We
had a small window of time to get our crops in, and when the machine was down, it wasn’t making us any
money. It’s the same thing with cranes. The customer is paying for top-of-the-line equipment, but it’s not
worth much if it’s not working.
When I started with the ALL Family as a mechanic and erector, I learned to take personal
responsibility for ensuring good service. That attitude is instilled within employees of the ALL Family.
When a piece of equipment is down, we don’t quit until it’s up and running. Even if it requires working
late to make sure we have an option for the customer, we’re not leaving until we have a solution.
Working for ALL as part of Central Contractors Service, I was always provided with the tools
necessary to get the machines up and running. And now, as national service manager, it’s my responsibility
to get all the branches on board with the same approach to service. For example, it’s important that every
branch maintains the equipment using the same oils, lubricants, etc. This keeps our equipment in top
operating condition, consistently. We also have wonderful relationships with parts suppliers and can often
offer our customers dealer prices. (For more on Parts, see page 49.)
A national, unified approach to customer service means that there is no single branch more important
than any other. To present that cohesive approach, we all work together and stay aware of what’s going on
with the other yards and equipment. Our people at the branches have a lot of good ideas we can all use.
The resources within the ALL Family are unbelievable. There’s so much talent, and so many good people.
The company invests a significant amount of money in equipment and on maintenance, but it’s
up to us to adhere to and exceed the standards set by the manufacturers to ensure equipment is always
working properly and available when our customers need it. Every detail matters. Transfers are complete;
equipment is inspected, properly serviced, properly delivered, and ready to work. It involves everyone’s
personal dedication to making sure things are done the right way and the best way, for every job, with
every crane, every time.
I’m bringing new ideas, based on lots of experience, to this position. I fully intend to ensure we
continue to incorporate best practices across the board, keeping the ALL Family at the top of its game and
the best for its customers.

Dick McDermot t
(Read more about McDermott’s position
as national service manager on page 23.)

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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Say it in six
SOME DUCKS LAND
WITH A CRANE

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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LOOKING BACK: 2013
ALL Crane Rental of Pennsylvania was on the spot on the Allegheny River
in Pittsburgh (PA) for the first U.S. visit of artist Florentijn Hofman’s globehopping giant rubber duck. The duck required the assistance of a Grove
TMS9000 hydraulic lift to be set afloat. The exhibit is meant to promote
peace. The duck’s world tour included stops in New Zealand, Australia, Brazil,
Holland, Hong Kong, and France.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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SHOP R O U G H-T E R RAI N C R A NES fr o m 1 5 - 1 5 0 US t

1
Grove RT9130E: S/N 222826 (2002) 130-USt, rebuilt Cummins diesel (400 hours), 160' main boom, 36'-59' fixed offset bifold jib, aux hoist,
heavy lift package, aux lighting package, A/C. Recent updates include: rebuilt engine, rebuilt transmission, repacked swivel, replaced all
convertors, repacked steering cylinders, resealed differentials and planetaries, rebuilt hoists, new wire rope on both hoists, repacked lift and
scope cylinders, repacked outrigger cylinders, new annual inspection. Unit #8114. Located in Cleveland, OH $425,000

2
Grove RT890: S/N 222609 (2001) 90-USt, Cummins C8.3L turbo diesel, 114' main boom, 58' jib, aux
hoist, new paint. Over $25k recently invested in this unit. Unit #7944. Located in Pittsburgh, PA $235,000

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

3
Link-Belt RTC8050: S/N J6I9-5296 (1999) 50-USt, Cummins
turbo diesel, auto trans, 110' main boom, 56' jib, aux hoist. Unit
#7767. Located in Baton Rouge, LA $125,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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Grove RT58D: S/N 221385 (2000) 20-USt, Cummins BT5.9L turbo diesel, Clark auto
trans, 60' main boom, 20' jib, newer paint, heated cab. Unit #7419. Located in Lima, OH
$50,000

Grove RT535E: S/N 226117 (2006) 35-USt, Cummins QSB5.9L turbo diesel, auto trans,
102' main boom, 45' jib. Unit #9541. Located in Raleigh, NC $160,000

6

7

8

9

Terex RT665: S/N 13211 (2003) 65-USt,
Cummins B5.9L turbo diesel, 110' main
boom, 57' jib, aux hoist. Unit #DL986.
Located in Elk Mound, WI $148,000

Grove RT860: S/N 220290 (1999) 60USt, Cummins C8.3c turbo diesel, 115'
main boom, 60' jib, aux hoist. Unit
#7069. Located in Toledo, OH $150,000

Tadano TR600XXL: S/N 545659 (2004)
60-USt, Mistubishi 6M60-TLA3B diesel,
auto trans, 144' main boom, 58' jib, aux
hoist. Unit #8863. Located in Raleigh, NC
$215,000

Grove RT522B: S/N 87617 (1998) 22-USt,
Cummins B3.9 turbo diesel, auto trans, 78'
main boom, 25' jib. Unit #8320. Located in
Nitro, WV $55,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1
Grove TMS500E2: S/N 225404 (2006) 40-USt, Cummins ISC 330HP, 95' main boom, 45' jib, A/C & heat, newer paint. Unit #11150. Located in
Milwaukee, WI $230,000

2

Terex T560-1: S/N 15152 (2008) 60-USt, DDEC Series
60 turbo diesel, 11,500-lb cwt, Allison trans, 110' main
boom, 57' jib, aux hoist, work light package. Unit #10072.
Located in Lima, OH $385,000

3
Terex T340: S/N 14688 (2007) 40-USt, Cummins diesel, Allison trans, 94' main boom, 49' jib, aux hoist, A/C & heat.
Unit #9941. Located in Milwaukee, WI $235,000

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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4
Link-Belt HTC8675LB: S/N F2J5-7941 (2005) 75-USt, Cat C13 turbo diesel, 127' main boom, 67' jib, A/C & heat, aux hoist. Unit #DL1012. Located in Milwaukee, WI $350,000

5

Link-Belt HTC8650: S/N L8J7-9156 (2007) 50-USt, Cat C-11 diesel, ZF trans, 110'
main boom, 51' swingaway jib, A/C & heat, aux hoist. Unit #9611. Located in Toledo, OH
$245,000

6

Link-Belt HTC8690: S/N N3J8-0492 (2008) 90-USt, Cat C13 turbo diesel, 140' main
boom, 58' jib, A/C & heat, aux hoist. Unit #DL1115. Located in Elk Mound, WI $525,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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BUILDING THE

BIG BRIDGE

FOR THE BARABOO BYPASS
Once complete, the bridge will be the largest and tallest
in Wisconsin, with a 160-foot drop.

I

f you’ve never heard of Baraboo, Wisconsin, you
might want to check it out. This area in Sauk
County — crossed east to west by U.S. 12 — is a
prime tourism center with spectacular natural areas,
including Devil’s Lake and Mirror Lake State Parks.
It also boasts popular attractions in Lake Delton, Baraboo,
and Wisconsin Dells — and the Baraboo River is a paddler’s
delight for kayaks and canoes.
An hour northwest of Madison, U.S. 12 in Baraboo
connects Dane and Sauk counties to the interstate system.
In 2011, work began on the new four-lane Baraboo Bypass
off U.S. 12. The bypass is being constructed in two phases:
the 5.7-mile north section of the bypass was completed in
2011, and the 5.4-mile south section is under construction,
to be completed in 2017. The south section includes multiple
bridges, with the biggest bridge stretching over the scenic
Baraboo River. Once complete, the bridge will be the largest
and tallest in Wisconsin, with a 160-foot drop.
In early 2016, Lunda Construction Co., the bridge
construction subcontractor for the south section, chose

Dawes Rigging & Crane Rental in Madison, a member
of the ALL Family, to provide some lifting power — a
matched pair of 300-USt Manitowoc 2250 crawler cranes,
each configured with 190 feet of boom. Dawes was able
to accommodate Lunda’s equipment requirements from
ALL’s impressive fleet, which includes the largest privatelyowned crawler fleet in North America.
Together, Dawes and Lunda developed a lift plan.
Lunda would build temporary work platforms on each
bank of the river from which the cranes, in tandem,
would lift the steel beams for the bridge deck. The trucks
carrying the components for the two 2250s began to arrive
April 11. By May, the bridge’s foundation of concrete pylons
was ready to receive the 80 locally made, 160,000-pound
steel beams.
Two months were allotted to set the beams. But the area
on the Baraboo River where the bridge was being built could
be extremely windy. And further, it had been a particularly
rainy spring in Wisconsin. The team kept a close eye on
the potential for bad weather or rising riverbanks, either of

which could endanger the work platforms Lunda had built,
causing project delays.
Mindful of the customer’s concerns about weather
and project time, and with the advantage of having its own
trucking fleet, Dawes was able to deliver the cranes ahead
of schedule. One crawler was assembled on the river’s south
bank on the work platform; the other on the north bank.
The majestic red crawlers worked together, carefully picking
the beams off a truck and setting them on the bridge at an
average rate of eight beams per workday. Partway through
the project, Dawes had to disassemble and move the south
bank crawler to join its partner on the north bank in order
to set all the beams where they were needed. But that didn’t
slow down the team. They finished ahead of schedule,
setting all 80 beams in just over one month.
Because ALL offers regional distribution of its entire
fleet via a dedicated supply chain, Dawes was able to deliver
exactly what the customer needed ahead of schedule —
even a matching pair of crawlers to Baraboo.

Early cranes were made of wood. Cast iron and steel became the standard after the Industrial
Revolution, circa 1760-1840.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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Visit our Facebook page to see the incredible aerial
video filmed at this jobsite, posted July 20, 2016.

The tombstone of Roman master builder Hateri from the first century AD depicts a 49-foot-high mast crane
with treadwheel drive. The inclusion of the crane on the tombstone indicates that such a machine was likely
the pride and joy of this Roman master builder, and perhaps even his own creation.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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SHOP T OWE R C R A NES

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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Self-Erecting Tower Cranes

1 Terex/Comedil Model CBR 36-G6807015 (2007) 118' jib, 66'/75'/95' hook heights, full
concrete ballast, 2-part/4-part reeving, standard hoist winch, (1) set of manuals. Located in
Pittsburgh, PA SOLD
2 Terex/Comedil Model CBR 36-G6807016 (2007), 118' jib, 66'/75'/95' hook heights, full
concrete ballast, 2-part/4-part reeving, standard hoist winch, (1) set of manuals. Located in
Pittsburgh, PA SOLD
3 Terex/Comedil Model CBR 40-G8507040 (2007) 1131' jib, 74'/84'/106' hook heights, full
concrete ballast, 2-part/4-part reeving, standard hoist winch, (1) set of manuals. Located in
Milwaukee, WI POR
4 Terex/Comedil ModeL CBR 40-G8507045 (2007) 131' jib, 74'/84'/106' hook heights, full
concrete ballast, 2-part/4-part reeving, standard hoist winch, (1) set of manuals. Located in
Madison, WI POR

Top-Slewing Tower Cranes

1 Potain Model MDT 412-90010 (2001) flat top tower crane, 246' jib, 2-part trolley,
12 KRMT839A tower sections, 220' power cord, maintenance davit, full set of counterweights,
(1) set of manuals, standard hoist package, (1) set of P802 anchors. Located in Baltimore, MD
POR
2 Terex/Peiner Model SK 415-918 (2002) 246' jib, (10) TS 212 mast sections, (8) 6,800-lb.
counterweights, 250' power cord, SR WB 122-100/4F (167 HP) large hoist, maintenance davit,
2-part trolley & block. Located in Chicago, IL POR
3 Potain Model MR 415-404772 (2007) luffing boom tower crane, 197' jib, (11) KRMT839A
mast sections, 1-2 part block, 150VBR/108Kw luffing winch, 215LBR 60/158Kw hoist winch,
220' power cord, full ballast, (1) set of manuals. Located in Chicago, IL POR
4 Potain Model MR 605B-404782 (2007) luffing boom tower crane, 197' jib, (11) KRMT839A
mast sections, 2-4 part block, 108VBR/79Kw luffing winch, 15LBR/158Kw hoist winch, 220'
power cord, full ballast, (1) set of manuals. Located in Chicago, IL POR
5 Potain Model MR 605B-405856 (2007) luffing boom tower crane, 197' jib, (11) KRMT839A
mast sections, 2-4 part block, 108VBR/79Kw luffing winch, 15LBR/158Kw hoist winch, 220'
power cord, full ballast, (1) set of manuals. Located in Chicago, IL POR

Prices Upon Request

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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A LONG AND WINDING ROAD
Mapping ALL’s Road and Bridge Work

T

hirty-eight stops dot North America when you map the ALL Family
of Companies’ individual branches. We are connected by pride
and excellence — and roads. ALL has spent three generations and
over 50 years rebuilding the continent’s infrastructure through its
participation in road and bridge projects.

The company’s large, varied fleet of lifting equipment is constantly in demand
for these projects. And, with some of the industry’s most skilled and experienced
operators and a dedication to maximizing machine uptime through rigorous
maintenance and repair schedules, ALL is a top choice for these massive and
complex construction projects.
The scope and geography of the work stands as a metaphor for the ALL Family.
They are connected — from Canada to Florida, through people, equipment, and
branches. ALL is proud to work on the projects that connect the continent.
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Pic River Bridge, near Marathon, Ontario, Canada

This new 570-foot-long bridge over the Pic River in Ontario
replaces an old bridge that was demolished last year. This bridge
replacement is part of Canada’s northern highways infrastructure
program, a $2.4 billion, four-year project including rehabilitation
of 33 bridges and construction of 10 new bridges. A temporary
bailey bridge handles car traffic during construction, which is
stopped in 15-minute windows for ALL Canada Crane Rental
Corp. to handle lifting and setting 28 140-foot steel girders for
the new bridge’s base. The lifts are conducted in tandem by ALL’s
team, operating two all-terrain cranes: a 450-USt (408 mt) Tadano
ATF 400G and a 485-USt (400 mt) Liebherr LTM-1400. The Pic
River bridge is expected to be complete in late fall 2016.

The quarry industry used flatbed railcars with a mounted derrick crane to load stone
blocks for transportation, circa 1890.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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Indianapolis, Indiana
BarabooW
, isconsin
Baraboo Bypass, Near Baraboo, WI
The south section of the 5.4-mile long Baraboo Bypass, off U.S.
Route 12 in Wisconsin, includes multiple bridges, with the
biggest stretching over the Baraboo River. Read more about this
project on page 8.

Operation Indy Commute, Indianapolis, IN
Central Rent-A-Crane Inc., which recently opened a fourth
Indiana location in Indianapolis, has been instrumental in
providing equipment to the multiyear, multimillion-dollar
Operation Indy Commute project. This INDOT project was
undertaken to increase traffic flow in bottleneck areas in and
around the greater Indianapolis area. Central has provided
multiple all-terrain cranes for many phases of the project. In
this phase (pictured), a 550-USt Grove GMK7550 assisted in
the construction of new flyovers (high-level overpasses), lifting
and setting the largest and heaviest concrete beams. Work areas
have included the I-465/I-65 intersection and, more recently,
the Vernal Pike section of I-69 in Bloomington. With one of
the largest fleets of ATs in the business, ALL has the equipment
you need for even the most complex, long-term highway
construction jobs.

The ALL Family has 125 rebuilt engines in stock — packaged, on pallets, and ready to
ship, including one for a massive 1,000-USt crawler. Should a customer need an engine
on the jobsite, a replacement is on the way immediately, minimizing downtime.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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George V. Voinovich Bridge, Cleveland, OH
This multi-year project (still in progress) to replace the old
Innerbelt bridge, which runs through downtown Cleveland,
began in 2011 with the construction of new westbound lanes
for the new George V. Voinovich bridge (Phase 1). The complex
demolition phase of the 1950s-era Innerbelt began in 2014.
All traffic was diverted to the new bridge lanes while the old
bridge was disassembled and removed piece by piece. ALL had
multiple cranes involved with demolition, carefully removing
huge sections of concrete and steel from their positions on either
bank of the Cuyahoga River. Many of these huge segments
were put on barges and floated down river for removal. Phase
2, construction of the new eastbound lanes, is underway and
expected to be completed in 2017.

t of Tran

sportatio
n

Russell, Kentuc
ky
Ironton-Russell Bridge, Between Ironton,
OH, and Russell, KY
This cantilevered bridge, built in 1922, is being replaced by a
cable-stayed bridge, a $90 million construction project that
began in 2012. The old bridge will be demolished once the new
one is complete. ALL’s Nitro (WV) location has provided cranes
and operators to assist with the new bridge’s construction,
including a (243-USt/220-mt) Liebherr LTM 1220-5.2,
equipped with a 23-foot extension and a 40-foot jib for a total
63-foot offsettable jib. Using 3D Lift Plan, ALL worked with
the customer to identify the right machine that could handle
the work, given the bridge’s bearing pressure restrictions (7,000
pounds), but with the right lifting power and reach necessary
to assist with setting steel beams, and setting — and then
removing — the work platform from which concrete towers
were poured and cable hooks are anchored.

Trailers used in agricultural work were the original chassis basis for many cranes.
However, in 1949, Grove built their first yard crane, the 25-6 RW, to handle steel
bundles and other factory materials. They built the chassis themselves, since there
wasn’t anything else suitable in existence at the time.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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Daytona, Flor
ida

Interstate 95 (I-95) Widening Project,
I-4/I-95/US-92 Interchange, Near Daytona, FL
Interstate 95, the longest north–south interstate, passes through
more states than any other Interstate Highway (15 total). I-95 is
undergoing a multiyear, multimillion-dollar project in Florida
to widen it from four lanes to six, primarily in Brevard and
Volusia counties. A major interchange near Daytona is being
constructed, the joining of I-4, I-95, and US Route 92. As part
of this project, ALL Sunshine Crane Rental provided as many
as six cranes from the company’s massive crawler crane fleet.
This will be a complex cloverleaf interchange, with multiple
bridges — ideal for crawlers. Contractor Archer Western has
worked with ALL on other portions of the I-95 project, so
they knew they could obtain necessary equipment to assist
with building the bridges for the interchange. ALL provided
two 220-USt Manitowoc 14000s, three 660-USt Manitowoc
888s, and a 110-USt Link-Belt 218 HSL crawler to work on pile
driving the massive concrete pilings for the various bridge
foundations that will form the interchange. The cranes have
been at work for more than a year, and this portion of the I-95
project is expected to continue well into 2017.

Cranes operated by human or animal power until the middle of the 19th century, when
steam engines were invented. By the end of the 19th century, combustion engines and electric motors powered cranes.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1
Grove GMK5275: S/N 5220-3055 (2008) 275-USt, Cummins diesels, 223' main boom, 121' jib, aux hoist, A/C in upper and lower, boom float kit, boom removal system,
hydraulic quick disconnect for outrigger beams. Unit #10000. Located in Orlando, FL $1,165,000

2
Liebherr LTM1400-7.1: S/N 072054 (2006) 500-USt, Liebherr
diesel, 197' main boom, 276' luffing jib, 184' fixed jib, y-guy
superlift, dolly prepped, rear removable outriggers. Unit #9343.
Located in Mississauga, Ontario $2,000,000
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

3
Demag AC140: S/N 14186 (2007) 170-USt, Mercedes diesels, 197' main boom, 108' jib, aux winch, 2-axle
boom dolly. Unit #9888. Located in Charleston, WV $965,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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5

Demag AC40-1 City: S/N 70547 (2004) 40-USt, Mercedes Diesel,
104' main boom 23'-42' jib, A/C, new paint. Unit #9229. Located in
Atlanta, GA $240,000.00

Link-Belt ATC3200: S/N P6K1-1446 (2011) 200-USt, Mercedes diesels, 197' main boom, 122' jib, aux
winch, 2-axle boom dolly. Unit #10423. Located in Pittsburgh, PA $1,025,000

6
Grove GMK5165: S/N 5130-2046 (2005) 165-USt, Mercedes diesels, Mercedes trans, 197' main
boom, 59' jib, aux winch. Unit #9073. Located in Fort Wayne, IN $700,000

7

Grove GMK5120B: S/N 5100-9405 (2004) 120-USt, Mercedes diesels, 167'
main boom, 112' jib, aux hoist, tilt cab, 2-axle boom dolly. Unit #8400.
Located in Pittsburgh, PA $575,000

8
Grove GMK6350: S/N 6300-9035 (2001) 350-USt, Cummins turbo diesels, 197' main boom, 200' luffing jib, 194' fixed jib, mega lift attachment, aux
hoist, 20.5R25 tires, $250,000+ recently invested in major service and repairs. Unit #7822. Located in Elkhart, IN $1,200,000
Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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NEED A CRANE?
SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Moving a 110-ton crawler crane through an 8-foot opening
seems impossible, but where there’s ALL, there’s a way.

W

hen the Indianapolis International
Airport’s new terminal and massive
attached parking garage were
built in 2008, it was artistically
designed to blend aesthetics and
functionality. The garage featured a soaring fabric
canopy built over a center atrium to protect the atrium’s
pedestrian walkway, enhancing the visitor experience.
This year, airport officials began upgrades to the
structural steel supporting the canopy, as well as the
addition of a fifth deck enclosure which would protect
the atrium from the elements. The new structural steel
would shorten the spans of material between supports.
The project would involve adding 40 steel trusses, each

weighing approximately 12,000 pounds, plus supporting
beams and columns for the trusses. The parking garage
is not only for airport travelers’ use, but also serves as
the storage lot for the airport’s rental cars. This meant
an additional challenge — access to the garage had to
be maintained continuously throughout the entire
construction project.
Installing new steel trusses sounds straightforward
for a contractor, right? Not quite.
Getting a Crane Through the Doorway
The steel erector for the airport garage project, Wilhelm
Construction, needed a crane company to lift and set
the steel trusses. Enter the ALL Family, a longtime

collaborator that had opened a new Central Rent-ACrane branch in Indianapolis earlier this year.
As the two experienced company representatives
began discussions on how to best approach the job,
they determined that FAA height restrictions made it
impossible for a crane with the proper capacity, boom
length, and height to lift steel up and over the garage
exterior. A machine big enough to do the job from the
outside of the garage would have violated the airspace.
It seemed that the ideal way to handle the work
would be from inside the garage’s atrium, which could
provide a large, open work space from which the trusses
could be carefully picked and set precisely where they
were needed.

The ALL Family offers 24/7 emergency service -- whenever, wherever you need it most. The
service technicians don’t just work in ALL’s shops, they’ll come to your jobsite.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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But there was just one problem: The only way into
the garage from the outside was through 8-foot-high
entrance bays sized for regular road vehicles like cars,
trucks, and vans. There was no way ALL could drive
any crane through an opening of that size. At least not
one with the lifting power they needed.
As a company, ALL enjoys responding to
challenges like these. It’s when their ingenuity,
experience, problem-solving acumen, and the right
equipment can benefit their customers most.
Building a Ship in a Bottle
There’s an old joke that asks, “How do you eat an
elephant?” The answer: “One bite at a time.” That
continued on page 20

In the 1930s, tower cranes began to rise in popularity. Kaiser, Potain, and Wolff were popular tower crane
manufacturers. These towers were based on the design of harbor and dockside cranes from that age.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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became the team’s approach, one piece at a time.
First, Wilhelm selected one of ALL’s 110-USt
Link-Belt TCC-1100 telescopic crawler cranes for the
job. The TCC-1100, according to Link-Belt, “offers
an impressive capacity chart at a radius that rivals
even lattice crawler cranes with a similar base rating.”
Combining capacity, mobility, and reliability with a
five-section telescopic main boom, the adept TCC-1100
would not only go where other cranes can’t go, but, most
importantly, would offer a telescopic boom that could
be extended from 40 feet to 150 feet — whatever was
needed to maneuver inside the atrium. This would give

the operator remarkable control while maintaining
impressive performance capacity.
But how do you get a 110-ton crane through
an 8-foot entrance? The team decided to completely
disassemble the crane outside the garage, taking it down
to the bare chassis. Then, ALL towed the pieces through
the 8-foot opening, rebuilding the machine piece by
piece inside the atrium — just like building a ship in a
bottle.
Once assembled inside, the TCC-1100 was the
perfect machine for the job. The operator could boom
over to pick up the trusses from close by and then
carefully lift them up and into the canopy area where

they would be set in place.
“I knew the TCC-1100 was the right machine
for the job, and we approached ALL because we knew
they had the equipment and experience for these lifts,”
said Rob Parker, ironworker general superintendent at
Wilhelm. “We just had to figure out how to get it inside
such a small opening.”
“We bring equipment and experience to every
job,” said Kevin Hileman, Indianapolis branch manager
for Central, “but working together as a team with our
customers makes all the difference.”
The team only needed two days in late May to
disassemble the crane, haul the pieces inside, and

The eighth largest cargo center in the U.S., Indianapolis International Airport (IND) is
home of the second-largest FedEx Express operation in the world. Approximately 2.2
billion pounds of cargo were managed at IND in 2013.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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reassemble it, readying it to work on setting trusses for
about two months. Once the job was complete, the crane
was disassembled, the pieces towed out, and the crane
reassembled for its return trip to the Indianapolis yard.
Rick Mikut, manager of the companywide crawler
division, said he knew they had a winner when they
acquired the first three Link-Belt TCC-1100 telescopic
crawlers off the line. “They were chosen specifically to
make our customers more efficient and productive. It
turned out to be the perfect answer for this customer.”

TELECRAWLERS:
IDEAL FOR TACKLING TOUGH TERRAIN
Hydraulic telescopic crawler cranes, or telecrawlers, are powerful yet agile pieces of equipment with the
mobility and stability of a crawler crane and the quick-setup advantages of a telescopic machine. Telecrawlers
are increasingly popular on job sites where ground conditions are poor and distances between lift sites can be
long. This combination provides a “best value in its class” advantage, making telescopic crawlers well suited for
general construction and, specifically, any work site where a rough-terrain or all-terrain crane can’t go and any
place a conventional crawler with flat pads can’t navigate.
Higher-capacity telecrawlers excel
at bridge- and steel- erection projects,
railroads, oil fields, wind farms, and
power transmission work, including
foundations.
Telecrawlers provide unique advantages
over other hydraulic cranes, thanks to the increased
mobility afforded by crawler tracks and the ability to
handle picks without the need to set outriggers. Less
ground pressure is exerted by the crawlers’ tank-like
tracks, so weight is spread over a smaller area. This
allows them access to tight corners, narrow alleys,
and steep hills that other crawlers might not be
able to access.
Agility is also an advantage;
working off-center comes easily to
a telecrawler. Whereas traditional
truck cranes require absolute
centering for proper balance when
lifting, the newest telecrawlers have
computer systems and charts that help level them,
even on uneven terrain.
ALL has a deep fleet of Link-Belt telecrawlers to
answer growing customer needs for “less crane” than
a big crawler.
Two of the most popular Link-Belt models
are the TCC-750 (75 USt/70 mt) and the
TCC-1100 (110 USt/100 mt).

“When we first bought into the category,
telecrawlers were heavily utilized
by wind farms, which still account
for a high percentage of rentals as
wind energy continues to grow as
an industry,” said Rick Mikut, crawler
crane manager for ALL. “Fracking and
pipeline work, moving bulk fuel tanks, work on power
transmission lines, and various general construction
jobs are other popular uses for this class of crawlers.”

USED TELEHANDLERS FROM ALL’S FLEET ARE AVAILABLE FOR SALE ON PAGE 28. FOR NEW UNITS, SEE PAGE 48.

Pictured, the United States Army Corps of Engineers using a small crane to unload a railcar
used in the construction of the Alaska Highway during World War II, circa 1942-1943.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1
Shuttlelift 5540F: S/N 320883 (2008) 15-USt, dual fuel engine, 41' main boom, 15' jib. Unit #10202. Located in Lima,
OH $60,000

2

3

Broderson IC-250-3C: S/N 35330250 (2012) 18-USt, d/f engine,
60'7" tip height, 20' jib. Unit #DL1159. Located in Cleveland, OH
$190,000

Shuttlelift 7755: S/N 320706 (2007) 22-USt, Cummins QSB4.5 diesel, auto
trans, 67' main boom, 17' jib, optional 17.5R25 tires, cold start aid, block
heater, enclosed cab. Unit #9809. Located in Hammond, IN $130,000

4

Broderson IC-80-3F: S/N 00364252 (1999) 8.5-USt, Cummins diesel engine, 30'
main boom, 10' jib, enclosed cab, newer paint, working lights. Unit #9142. Located in
Cleveland, OH $23,000
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

5
Broderson IC-80: S/N 372663 (1999) 8.5-USt, dual fuel engine, 30' main boom, 10'
jib, working lights. Unit #168ORL. Located in Tampa, FL $17,000
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21 YEARS. 2.5 MILLION MILES.
RETIRING WITH A PERFECT DRIVING RECORD.
DON “SPEEDY” CHADWICK turned in his keys this summer after spending
just over two decades as a long-haul driver for ALL. His nickname refers to his
eager efficiency rather than his driving
record — which was flawless.
The open road took him away from
home, but it provided views and experiences
all over the continent.
His favorite stop was hauling a
Manitowoc 2250 (in an 11-truck convoy) to
Newfoundland, Canada, in 2011. The convoy
took an 8-hour boat ride just to get to the
jobsite. He enjoyed the accommodations as
much as the trip. “The people at the lodge
were so friendly,” said Chadwick, “even
serving us a moose dinner with all the
fixings. It was wonderful.”
Another memorable haul was also in
Canada, to Ft. McMurray in Alberta, 859
miles north of the Montana border. “It’s
where the highway ends,” he said. “Beautiful
sunsets that last for hours.”
Retiring is bittersweet. “I love this

company,” he said of ALL. “I have so much respect and appreciation for what the
Liptaks have achieved here. They’ve always been wonderful to me.”
He may be leaving behind good friends,
a great company, and a position he genuinely
enjoyed, but he’s looking forward to lots
of family fun. His supportive wife and six
understanding children have been eager to
have him back after years on the road. Fifteen
grandkids, ages three to 25, await his undivided
attention. Big plans for camping and fishing
have been made. And his three loyal dogs
will no longer have to endure long stretches
without their beloved master.
Some folks slow down when they retire.
But Speedy continues to live up to his name.
Just one week after retiring, he celebrated a
birthday, traveled to Las Vegas for his son’s
wedding, and hosted a family reunion of more
than 100 people.
21 years. 2.5 million miles. And a perfect
driving record.
Thank you, Speedy. You will be missed!

Chadwick

40 Years and Counting — RICK MIKUT joined ALL Erection as
a young man in 1976. So young, in fact, that even after 40 years, he
intends to work another 10 before retiring.
For nearly three decades, he was an NCCCO certified crane
operator, with the ability to run just about every mobile crane in
the ALL fleet. Never one to turn down an opportunity, he accepted
the position of general manager of ALL Tower Crane when it was
offered.
In 2010, he transitioned to his current role as head of the
companywide crawler crane division, managing the largest
privately owned fleet of crawler cranes in the country.
“The people and the support from the Liptak family are the
Mikut
reasons I’m still here after 40 years. I really enjoy working with
talented people,” he said. “Their knowledge base is priceless.”
He also never gets tired of learning something new from someone around him. “Each day
has been an adventure,” he said. “One day the job is setting statues, the next it’s setting a bridge
girder.”
As an operator, he traveled with the jobs. Now in the crawler division, he still travels, but
now it is to ALL’s yards to assist with their large crawler projects and to help identify ways to
improve their production efficiencies.
“I had great mentors with incredibly vast knowledge at this company. I was fortunate
enough to have that knowledge passed on to me,” Mikut said. “I just share what I was taught, and
hopefully it will help give someone else as great a career as I have had.”

National Position Streamlines Maintenance, Ensures
Customer Uptime — RICHARD “DICK” MCDERMOTT
joined Central Contractors Service, a member of the ALL
Family, in 1991.
In 2001, he accepted the position of service manager
and equipment superintendent in Chicago, which remains
his base of operations today. The service manager position
enabled him to be home more often while his children were
growing up. After more than 15 years overseeing service and
equipment at Central, his latest promotion will allow him to
serve the company in an even greater capacity. In his new
position as national service manager, McDermott will travel
extensively to other branches to help unify the company’s 38
locations with a cohesive approach to equipment maintenance
that helps to ensure uptime. With similar policies, procedures,
and best practices in place companywide, the bar for service
will be even higher to benefit ALL’s customers.
“I have a lot of ideas I’d like to incorporate that will help
streamline our approach to service,” said McDermott. “I’m
looking forward to this unique opportunity to give back to
such a good company.”
Read more from McDermott in “Perspective” on page 1.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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SETTING A WOODEN
WALKING BRIDGE
Four years ago, ALL Erection & Crane Rental Corp. in Cleveland
helped set the longest covered bridge in Ohio. This year, Union
Industrial used ALL’s 300-USt and 250-USt all-terrain cranes to
set a 140-foot-long covered bridge — one of the largest covered
bridges in Ashtabula, Ohio. The 300-USt Liebherr LTM 1250-6.1
worked together with a 250-USt Grove GMK6250L to lift and set
a 140-foot-long covered walking bridge.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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IN GOOD COMPANY
Three industry powerhouses form a partnership
in education and training.

I

t’s the company you keep. It’s true; look around
you. Since we were kids on the playground, our
choices for friends have reflected heavily on us.
And now, in the corporate world, our associates
play a huge role in our ability to achieve our goals.
When three leaders in their respective fields saw an
opportunity to partner together, they knew it would be a
benefit to them as individuals and as a collective.
This year, the three companies — the ALL Family
of Companies, Industrial Training International
(ITI), and the Mazzella Companies (Mazzella) —
partnered to create a permanent ITI training center
at Mazzella’s Cleveland headquarters near Cleveland
Hopkins Airport. This is ITI’s fifth training center in
North America.
ITI, an experienced provider of training and
technical services for companies who use cranes, rigging

The ALL Family is the largest privately
owned crane rental and sales company in
North America, with 38 branches operating
under the ALL, Central, Dawes, Jeffers,
and ALT names. They have provided lift
solutions for more than 50 years.

and load handling equipment, had been considering a
permanent home in Northeast Ohio. Once they spoke
with Cleveland-based overhead lifting and rigging
leader Mazzella, they knew a partnership would make
perfect sense.
Sharing geography was a consideration, as was
having the correct equipment on site for both groups to
conduct business. For example, for some of the training,
mobile cranes would be required. That’s where the ALL
Family of Companies could help.
A longtime customer and collaborator with
Mazzella, ALL has sent employees to ITI’s training
classes for years. A training site closer to ALL’s flagship
yard in Cleveland was appealing, so to ensure it would
happen, ALL agreed to provide the mobile cranes
needed for the courses. Mazzella would provide the
rigging support and physical facility.

ITI has conducted training for branches
of the US military and for companies such
as Boeing, NASA, BP, Chevron, GM,
and First Energy.

At the Cleveland-based training center,
employees receive the complex continued training
and education they need to stay at the top of their
game. Forming this partnership strengthened all
three entities.
The training center, located at 21000 Aerospace
Parkway in Cleveland, officially opened in April
2016 and includes a full-size classroom as well as
indoor and outdoor training spaces. Courses thus
far have included basic and intermediate rigging
and inspection, mobile crane operator certification,
certified rigging gear inspector training, critical lift
planning, and other related tests and exams.
For more information and a full list of courses at the
Cleveland ITI training facility, go to
www.iti.com/cleveland.

Family-owned Mazzella is well-known for
providing ideal lifting solutions, including
all styles of slings, overhead cranes, hoists,
and engineered lifting devices.

Cranes helped to build the Catskill water supply of New York, circa 1910. Pictured: cranes
are lifting concrete buckets into position to form concrete aqueduct arches.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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ITI used a 40-USt Manitex boom truck from the ALL fleet to conduct a rigging course in April 2016.

Prevention. Preparation. Performance. These three daily watchwords stand for being vigilant
about safety, preparing thoroughly for every lift, and never wavering in reliability, integrity, and
reinvestment in our business and our people.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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2
Manitowoc 4000W: S/N 40572 (1976) 150-USt, Cummins NT855 350HP, 140' main
boom – if more boom is needed, we can work with you. 2 drums, newer paint. Unit
#3016. Located in Atlanta, GA $195,000

1

3

Link-Belt TCC-750: S/N R8KO-1848 (2010) 75-USt, Cat C6.6 turbo diesel, 115' main
boom, 58' jib, aux hoist. Unit #10345. Located in Baton Rouge, LA $600,000

4

6

5

Manitowoc 888 (1996-2001) 230-USt, Cummins MTA11
C330 turbo diesel, 180' main boom, 40' jib. POR

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Manitowoc 14000 (2007-2008) 220-USt, Cummins QSL9 C340 turbo diesel, 180' main
boom, 40' jib, 2 drums. POR

Manitowoc 2250 (2000-2014) 300-USt, Cummins
turbo diesel, 180' main boom, 40' jib, 2 drums. POR

Terex HC165: S/N AC4183 (2006) 165-USt, Cummins
QSC8.3 turbo diesel, 180' main boom, 40' fixed jib, 2
drums. Unit #9530. Located in Baton Rouge, LA $785,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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7
Terex HC110: S/N AC3864 (2002) 110-USt, Cummins 6CTA8.3L, 160' main boom, 2 drums, newer paint in late 2011. Unit #9198. Located in Chicago, IL $485,000

9

8
Link-Belt LS218H: S/N B6LI8-8386 (1998) 100-USt,
Mitsubishi 6D24 diesel, 160' main boom, 2 drums,
recently painted. Unit #9095. Located in Charleston, SC
$310,000

Manitowoc 999 (2000-2015) 275-USt, Cat/
Cummins turbo diesel, 180' main boom, 40' jib, 2
drums. POR

10
Link-Belt LS138 (2004-2013) 80-USt, Mitsubishi/Isuzu turbo
diesel, 160' main boom, 30' jib, 2 drums. POR

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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B RAN CH P ROF I LE

FORWARD
The word ‘forward’ is not just Wisconsin’s state motto. It’s
also how the ALL Family wants to move its branches —
starting with a major expansion in Elk Mound.

F

orward also symbolizes the viewpoint of the
employees at ALL’s Elk Mound location of
Dawes Rigging & Crane Rental. They are
eagerly going forward with renewed energy and
zest for their work, thanks to a major expansion
project that wrapped up earlier this year.
From its beginnings in 1993, the Elk Mound branch
has come a long way — literally. Originally, it was located
on farmland in Chippewa Falls in adjacent Chippewa
County. By 2006, the farm was no longer an ideal fit for
the branch’s base of work serving Wisconsin’s growing
construction and energy industries. It moved to its current
location on East 555th Street in Elk Mound, Dunn County.
As the workload grew, the 6,500 square feet of space slowly
stretched its seams. While employees had an expansive yard
— terrific for equipment storage — the shop itself was too
small to handle the maintenance of equipment. That meant
equipment wasn’t available as often as it was needed by
customers in the area.

Bigger Does Mean Better
In summer 2015, ALL invested in the expansion of its Elk
Mound facilities. The employees were beyond excited. The

expansion gave them an impressive additional 14,400 square
feet of space for equipment servicing, including three drivethrough crane/equipment bays for service and a dedicated
wash bay, each bay measuring 100 feet deep. Roughly 2,000
square feet of the addition became offices and conference/
classroom space, which can serve as a safety training venue
for both employees and customers.
The new service bays allow quicker turnaround on
equipment in need of maintenance or repair since they don’t
have to be sent to an ALL location farther away. The ability
to service more machines on site — and to provide more
comprehensive service — translates to greater availability of
equipment to all of Dawes’ customers and shorter downtime
for the total fleet. The expansion project took five months to
complete.
The reaction from employees has been extremely
positive. “You honestly couldn’t fit any more equipment
in here before the expansion,” said Mike School, branch
manager for Elk Mound. “Cranes were fighting aerials for
room and jockeying for space inside as needed. It was just
so packed and made the winters very long, as we often
had to work on equipment outdoors, sometimes in harsh
conditions. Now, it’s like night and day. We had great morale

Elk Mound is located close to the surrounding communities of Chippewa Falls, Menomonie, and Eau Claire
WI, two miles to I-94. The major metropolitan area of Minneapolis/St. Paul (MN) is just over an hour away.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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The soil throughout Northwest Wisconsin is rich
with sugar sand, which is heavily used in the
fracking industry. Fracking fluid, which contains
sand to give it some necessary weight, is injected
into rock in the ground to allow substances like
natural gas and petroleum to flow more freely
and be captured for use in the energy industry.
before, and we made do with what we had, but now it’s
even better. Our attitudes, our approach, our efficiencies
and processes — everything is improved. When we can do
our jobs better, everyone benefits.”
The Elk Mound branch takes great pride in maintaining
their impressive inventory of cranes and other lift
equipment. “Right now, our crawlers and rough-terrain
cranes are in heavy demand,” said School. “The wind
farms in our area keep the crawlers steadily busy. But daily
rentals from our taxi fleet are really our bread and butter.”

Construction of fractionating wells is very craneintensive work, and the Elk Mound location
responded to the sudden boom in demand for
fracking-related work with their robust fleet of
state-of-the-art lifting equipment. In fact, there
is not currently a sand-mining operation in all
of northwest Wisconsin for which Dawes’ Elk
Mound branch has not supplied equipment.
More room to maintain, repair, and
prep equipment for these and other
jobs was desperately needed. Thus
the expansion.

Elk Mound Fleet Highlights
As a vital part of their daily taxi crane fleet, Elk Mound
boasts one of the best-in-class 100-USt hydraulic truck
continued on page 32

The first cranes appeared in Greece between the late 6th and early 5th centuries B.C. The Romans,
more eager to build large monuments, adopted the technology and developed it further. Gradually, the
mechanical advantage of cranes was increased with additional technology.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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continued from page 31

cranes on the market: the Link-Belt HTC-86100 (100 USt/85
mt). It’s the largest truck crane that can be moved completely
self-contained on Wisconsin roadways, reaching highway
speeds of up to 62.8 mph, and can ship with no assist trucks
needed. It features a 140-foot, five-section main boom and a
two-piece bi-fold lattice fly (35-58 feet) with a maximum tip
height of 237 feet.
Elk Mound also has one of the strongest markets
for rental of mobile elevated work platforms (MEWPs)
and telehandlers, more so than any other Dawes location.
Equipment on hand ranges in lifting heights from 16-185
feet in scissor lifts, straight booms, and articulating boom
models, with telehandlers ranging in capacity from 5,00020,000 pounds and lifting heights of up to 55 feet. But,
like every yard in the ALL Family, Dawes has access to the
entire company fleet, one of the largest and best maintained
fleets in North America — crawler cranes up to 1,000 USt,
all-terrain cranes up to 900 USt, hydraulic truck cranes up to
200 USt, rough-terrain cranes up to 150 USt, and industrial
cranes up to 25 USt.
Notable Projects
Projects for Elk Mound vary and continue to grow in
number and scope. The branch is currently part of the

impressive $50 million Franklin Avenue Bridge renovation
project in downtown Minneapolis. The 1,054-foot bridge,
formally known as the F.W. Cappelen Memorial Bridge,
carries Franklin Avenue over the Mississippi River. In this
high-profile project, the historic bridge is being restored to
more closely resemble its original 1923 design (Norwegianborn Frederick William Cappelen, a former Minneapolis
city engineer, was one of the original designers). A new
bridge deck will be installed, with multimodal features
for pedestrians and bicyclists and a new non-motorized
crossing area on the west end of the bridge. Five crawler
cranes from Dawes are assisting with lifting and setting
precast concrete panels for the bridge deck — three
Manitowoc 16000s (440 USt/400 mt) and two Manitowoc
2250s (300 USt/272 mt). The project is expected to be
completed in 2017.
“We are all one company and we move forward
together,” said School. “If we need help from another
branch, they make it happen. If our equipment is needed
elsewhere, we get it there. It really benefits our customers
that all of our locations are strategically placed so we can
get customers whatever they need, whenever they need
it. It’s a great way to work. And with our newly expanded
facilities, our outlook for the future is nothing but positive.”
Or, as they say in Wisconsin, “Forward.”

The ALL Family legacy of excellence began in 1964 and spans generations. Many of the
employees grew up in the business.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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ALL IN THE FAMILY

DAWES
1945

In 1973, Shea-Matson was purchased
by Dawes Transfer of Milwaukee, a
company led by former Shea-Matson
employees Thomas Freckmann,
Dan O’Gorman, Ted Lehninger, and
Dick Grimsrud.

1973

In 1945, Wisconsin-based Shea
Drayage Company of Racine and
the Matson Company of Kenosha
merged. The new firm became
known as Shea-Matson and was
based in Milwaukee.

Branch offices added in
Madison and Elk Mound.

Branch office added
in Kaukauna.

1978

1987

The company’s name evolved
into Dawes Rigging & Crane
Rental, Inc., and they joined
the ALL Family of Companies
in 1978.

1989

1993

Tom Freckmann retired in
1989 and was succeeded by
his son, Steve Freckmann, who
remains the current Dawes
general manager today.

The 1,000-USt Manitowoc 21000 is the largest crawler in ALL’s fleet and features a
360-foot heavy-lift boom with luffing jib extension to 640 feet.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1
Snorkel TB42: S/N S0808040162 (2008) Deutz diesel, foam-filled tires, generator, 42' telescopic boom, 4x4. Unit #K2226. Located in Richfield, OH $23,500

11

2

3

Haulotte 2747E: S/N CE133576 (2007) battery powered, 27' scissor lift, non-marking
tires, 47" wide, 2x4. Unit #Z9039. Located in Nitro, WV $3,000

MEC 2633ES: S/N 11101100 (2009) battery powered, 26' scissor lift, non-marking tires,
33" wide, 2x4. Unit #K2437. Located in Madison, WI $6,500

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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4

5

Snorkel TB126J: S/N SP06073 (2006) Cummins diesel engine, foam-filled tires, jib,
126' telescopic boom, 4x4. Unit #DL1989MLW. Located in Milwaukee, WI $69,000

MEC Titan Boom 40-S: S/N 1240035 (2010) Kubota diesel engine, generator, foamfilled tires, 4,000-lb platform capacity, 40' telescopic boom, 4x4. Unit #K2513. Located
in Richfield, OH $78,000

6
Haulotte HB86 TJ: S/N TD106094 (2011) diesel engine, jib, 86' telescopic boom,
4x4. Unit #ML335CN. Located in Mississauga, Ontario $74,000

7
Snorkel ATB60: S/N FB05029 (2005) Deutz diesel engine, foam-filled tires, jib, 60'
articulating boom, 4x4. Unit #J9308TOL. Located in Lima, OH $24,000

8
JLG 600AJ: S/N 0300115010 (2007) Deutz diesel engine, jib,
60' articulating boom, 4x4. Unit #K2014. Located in Toledo, OH
$29,000

10

9
JLG 400S: S/N 0300104751 (2007) Deutz diesel engine, generator,
40' telescopic boom, 4x4. Unit #K1729. Located in Alsip, IL $20,000

JLG E300AJP: S/N 0300084941
(2005) battery powered, 30' articulating boom, non-marking tires, 2x4.
Unit #J9327TOL. Located in Richfield,
OH $9,000

11
MEC 1932ES: S/N 9106293 (2011) battery powered, 19' scissor
lift, non-marking tires, 2x4. Unit #Z9297. Located in Richfield, OH
$6,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1

2

SkyTrak 8042: S/N 0160036271 (2008) 8,000-lb capacity, Cummins diesel engine,
enclosed cab, light kit, block heater, tilt carriage, foam-filled tires, 48" pallet forks, 42'
telescopic reach, 4x4. Unit #10124. Located in Cleveland, OH $40,000

Lull 1044C-54: S/N 0160026752 (2006) 10,000-lb capacity, John Deere diesel engine,
enclosed cab, 50" tilt carriage, new foam-filled tires, 54' telescopic reach, 4x4. Unit #9580.
Located in Pittsburgh, PA $40,000

3
JLG G12-55A: S/N 0160038189 (2009) 12,000-lb capacity, John Deere diesel engine, enclosed cab, beacon light, lights, fender, 72" forks, 55' telescopic reach. Unit# DL3108MLW.
Located in Milwaukee, WI $68,000
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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5

CAT P8000: S/N AT4000722 (2013) 8000-lb capacity, Nissan TB45 D2013 dual fuel
(300 hours), high visibility triplex mast 187", 90", 42", 47" cascade sideshift, 48" pallet
forks, single function internal hosing, single solid soft ride drive/steer tires, amber
strobe light. Unit #10786. Located in Cleveland, OH $45,500

6

JLG G9-43A: S/N 0160011307 (2005) 9,000-lb capacity, John Deere diesel, foam-filled
tires, enclosed cab, 48" tilt carriage, 43' telescopic reach. Unit #366ORL. Located in
Orlando, FL $33,000

7

Gradall 534D9-45: S/N 0160022226 (2006) 9,000-lb capacity, John Deere diesel
engine, enclosed cab, beacon, working lights, block heater, 45' telescopic reach. Unit
#DL3069MLW. Located in Milwaukee, WI $37,500

SkyTrak 6036: S/N 160028290 (2007) 6,000-lb capacity, Cummins diesel engine,
enclosed cab, work lights, beacon, block heater, foam-filled tires, 48" tilt carriage, 36'
telescopic reach. Unit #9628. Located in Cleveland, OH $32,000

9

8
Gradall 544D-10: S/N 0160031540 (2007) 10,000-lb capacity, John Deere diesel engine,
enclosed cab, 55' telescopic reach. Unit #9785. Located in Pittsburgh, PA $45,000

Gradall 534C-6: S/N 0388258 (1996) 6,000-lb capacity, diesel engine, new engine, new
radiator, 34' telescopic reach. Unit #Z9542. Located in Cleveland, OH $18,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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1
NEW Manitex 50128S (2014) 50-USt, riding seat crane, 128' main boom with 32'-49' telescoping side-folding jib, max tip height 187'. Front bumper stabilizer for 360° load chart,
tilting operator’s cab includes factory A/C and heat along with a cab cover. Winch remote to tighten load line. Mounted on a 2017 Peterbilt 365, ISX12 425-HP, 8LL transmission,
20K front axle, 46k rear axle includes tag and pusher axle rated at 13,500 lbs each. Bridge law legal. Unit #R1865. Located in Richfield, OH POR

2

3

NEW Terex BT28106 (2016) 28-USt, stand up to operate, 106' KEEL main boom, lattice
jib 30'-47' Offsettable 15°-30°, front “A” frame outriggers extend forward to remove
the need for a front bumper stabilizer, downhaul ball, mounted on a 2017 Peterbilt 348
chassis 350-HP, 8LL Transmission, 20K F/A 40K R/A. Loaded chassis, bridge law legal.
Unit #R1880. Located in Richfield, OH (Not as pictured) POR

NEW Terex Crossover 4500L (2016) 45-USt, riding seat crane, 129' KEEL main boom,
32'-49' lattice jib offsetable 15° to 30°, X Pattern outriggers remove the need for a front
stabilizer. aux winch, anemometer, removable front window in operator’s cab. Heat &
A/C. Mounted on a 2016 Western Star 4700 chassis DD13 380-HP, 8LL transmission,
20K F/A 40K R/A, (3) 8,000-lb lift axles, one tag and two pushers. Bridge law legal. Unit
#R1864. Located in Richfield, OH POR

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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5

Terex 3874 (1977) 19-USt, stand up to operate crane, 74' main boom mounted on a 1997
Ford LT-8501 chassis 275-HP. Cab has A/C, power windows/locks, 60,000-lb GVW. Unit
#R-1781. Located in Richfield, OH POR

NEW, NEVER MOUNTED before Cormach 51800 E6 knuckle boom crane (2006) top
seat controls, 73' lifts 2,293 lbs. Unit #C-1001. Located in Richfield, OH POR

6

7

Terex BT4792 (2006) 23.5-USt, stand up to operate, 92' KEEL main boom, 26'-44'
telescoping jib, front bumper stabilizer for 360° load chart. Mounted on a 2007 Sterling
LT-9513 chassis, MBE-4000-410-HP, 8LL transmission, power windows/locks, tilt/
cruise, locking rear axles, all wheel drive. Unit #R1858. Located in Richfield, OH POR

NEW Manitex 2892S (2008) 28-USt, riding seat crane, 92' main boom with 26'-46'
telescoping side-fold jib max tip height of 148'. Front bumper stabilizer for 360˚ load chart.
Mounted on a 2017 Freightliner SD-108 chassis, 350-HP 1.000 ft. lbs., 8LL transmission,
20k front axle, 40k rear axles, A/C, power windows/locks. Unit #C-1051. Located in
Richfield, OH POR

8

9

NEW National 8100D (2016) 23-USt, stand up to operate, 100' main boom, 25'-44' jib
optional, front bumper stabilizer for 360° load chart. 22' HD flatbed mounted on a 2017
Peterbilt 348 chassis, 350-HP, 8LL transmission. 60,000 lbs GVW. In cab, A/C, power
windows/locks. Alum wheels, locking rear axles, all wheel drive and much more. Unit
#R1869. Located in Richfield, OH POR

NEW NATIONAL NBT-45127 (2013) 45-USt, riding seat crane, 127' main boom, 31'-55'
jib, front bumper stabilizer for 360° load chart, A/C & heat in cab, mounted on 2016
Peterbilt 267 chassis, ISX425-HP, 8LL trans, 20k F/A 40k R/A with 12,300-lb pusher and
tag axles. Bridge law legal. Unit #R1840. Located in Richfield, OH POR

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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A D AY I N T H E L I FE

SERVICE MANAGER:
A KNACK FOR THE JOB
Willie Schneider seamlessly blends being a mechanic, a customer service rep, a parts
expert, and an employee trainer — all in the name of ensuring customer uptime.

W

illiam “Willie” Schneider, a service
manager overseeing the four Dawes
branches of the ALL Family of
Companies, has achieved a certain level
of celebrity. He joked, “When we go out, my wife makes
bets with me about how many people will approach us and
ask, ‘Are you Willie from Dawes?’”
The 26-year veteran of the company is good at what
he does. He’s worked on a lot of cranes and met even more
people. And they remember him because he solved their
problem, saved them money, and increased their uptime.
“When they tell me I helped them, that really makes me
feel good,” he said.
That’s because Willie, like the company itself, is
dedicated to growing ALL’s competitive edge in the heavylift industry and treats every day as a challenge to become
even stronger.
The Path From Carpenter to Mechanic
Managing the service department for four branches of
the largest privately owned crane rental enterprise on the
continent is a far cry from being a carpenter. But that’s
exactly how Willie started his career. He always had a
knack for working with his hands, so he put his methodical
attention to detail to work at his job as a lead carpenter,
building new homes. But when a coal mine opened nearby,
he decided to try something different.
Willie gained the necessary welding certifications
and went to work constructing tunnels for coal and oil
shale mines. He followed the work, moving from Illinois
to Utah to Kentucky, before being called to a project in
Milwaukee that would introduce him to Dawes.
Eventually he became a mechanic for the heavy
equipment in the mine tunnels, gaining more and more
certifications as time passed.

Time is a tricky thing when working in mines, often
measured in battery life. “I’d only know how much time
had passed when I needed to replace the batteries on my
mining helmet,” he said. “They lasted about 10 hours.”
But he worked hard and enjoyed what he did — regularly
logging an incredible 144 hours a week underground.
Out of the Dark and Into the Cab
Willie’s employer had been moving locomotives
throughout the tunnels and regularly hired Dawes to hoist
them up. When Dawes brought in a Manitowoc 4100 for a

“The priority is
always the customer …
even when they’re also
our competitor.”
job, it changed his future. “I helped assemble it with their
team,” he remembered. “I really clicked with the guys.”
And he found that he enjoyed erecting cranes.
The feeling was mutual, and Dawes pursued Willie
for months. Their efforts paid off. And, as if fate were
confirming his decision, his first project was a 2-year
job at a plant only 40 miles from where he’d grown up.
With a young family to support, the stability of a multiyear project was appealing. He was no longer a master
mechanic, but with his knowledge and experience, it didn’t
take him long to work his way back up.

For nine years, Willie was an erector and operator,
running and setting up older crawlers and hydraulic cranes.
As an erector, he learned the parts of cranes inside and out,
and as an operator, he learned the equipment’s behavior.
Dawes and the ALL Family recognized that his growing
knowledge would be valuable in other areas and that service
would be a natural fit for Willie’s disposition — and his next
position.
[Anything But] A Typical Day as a Service Manager
These days, as a service manager, Willie arrives to work early.
He’s hesitant to tell you when, because the early morning
hours are when he has the quiet time necessary to focus on
paperwork, catching up on work orders. He knows it won’t
be long before the calls start and he’ll begin prioritizing the
jobs and the people who need help.
Crane operators call in when they have a unit due for
service, or to request a tech to come to the site to conduct
regular inspections. Parts and tools are in constant demand
as the mechanics and techs work to keep the fleet in perfect
operating order. Since Dawes’ branches are dealers for LinkBelt equipment, Willie’s team also handles Link-Belt parts
and service issues for other branches in the ALL Family, not
just their own.
Meanwhile, the emails are coming in, an average of
180 a day. With his open-door policy, the stream of traffic
in and out of Willie’s office is continuous. He answers
questions and points visitors in the right direction, all while
service techs in the field are texting him with updates and
questions. Texting has become a necessary adaptation
to increase efficiency. With so many projects happening
simultaneously, Willie finds that saves time.
As a manager, Willie deals with far more office work
than he used to. He has to delegate and prioritize — a lot.

The use of cranes throughout the history of Pearl Harbor, in both the construction of the dry docks and the
daily functions of the dry docks and wharfs, help to tell the story of Pearl Harbor’s early development and
its rapid expansion during WWII.
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

continued on page 42
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Willie has not only served ALL for many years, but served his country as a member of the Air
National Guard and the Air Force Reserve from 1978 until he retired from the service in 1994. As a
weapons mechanic, he checked and installed launch equipment and tested and loaded bombs,
rockets, missiles, nuclear weapons, and ammunition in the guns for F-4, F-105, and F-15 fighter
jets. His time in the service took him to two different countries and to just about every state in the
U.S. We thank you for your service, Willie.

Cranes were used for moving logs in the lumber yards of North America. One of the cranes pictured
here was used in the building of the Panama Canal.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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continued from page 40

But he still rolls up his sleeves and gets into the field when he
can. For example, what the 3D Lift Plan does electronically,
Willie still does the old-fashioned way. “I might do a survey
for how to get a crane onto the site, consult on crane selection
or weights, or help the engineers with the capacities.”
He recently flew out to a large cement plant to prepare a
Manitowoc MLC300 with luffer for a job. The customer had
originally requested a 21000, but Willie and the Dawes team
determined it was too much crane at too much cost for the
customer. The MLC300 could do the job safely and more
efficiently, saving the customer significant money and time.
“I don’t always get the chance anymore, but I still love
to go out and put a crane together and help guys in the yard,”
he said. He even acts as a floater. “If one of my team is off, I’ll
fill in and do their job. I did a welding project for three days
recently.”
Even with so many responsibilities and projects
happening at once, Willie doesn’t hesitate to determine what
takes precedence. “The priority is always the customer,” he
said. “Those who have purchased cranes from us call when
they need service, even when they’re also our competitors.
That’s what happens when you’re a dealer. Your competitors
become your customers, and good dealers continue to
support their customers.”
“People ask me how I keep up,” he explained. “And I
have to confess — I don’t. At least not by myself. I just put
the right people in the right places with the right tools and
the right training, and I trust them to do their jobs well.”
Training a Winning Team
Willie finds that equipment work is a smaller part of his job
than it once was. Now, the thing that “makes him tick” is
making sure his team is the best they can be.
That often means protecting their time. “With what
these guys do, they can’t be distracted. I run interference
with the people who need something from them. I create
the priorities so they can focus on the task at hand,” he said.
In Milwaukee alone, Willie has a large service team
that includes three people in the parts department, 10
service techs, and two assistant managers, Bob Butterbrodt
(19 years with Dawes) and Pat Sienza (9 years with Dawes).
He makes sure he knows what motivates each of them and
what their priorities are regarding their work and family life.
“Part of my job now is being respectful of my
employees’ families,” he said, remembering the days when
his own children were young and he was on the road. “I
try to accommodate the needs of my employees as much

as possible so they can be home for milestones in their
children’s lives. I pay attention to their stress levels. I switch
up the schedules so that no one gets burned out.”
In addition to scheduling manufacturer training for
the ALL Family, he handles most of the on-the-job training
for service employees at each of the four Dawes locations.
To keep up with advancements in on-board computers, he

“Most ALL technicians
have more training than
a manufacturer’s tech
… which customers
love because it means
less downtime.”
sends his team to manufacturer training sessions, “even if
that makes them smarter than me,” he joked. “Most ALL
technicians have more training than a manufacturer’s tech
because they work on almost every type of equipment made,
giving them a larger perspective. They can fix issues over the
phone 75% of the time, which customers love because it
means less downtime.”
Cross-Training to Find the Right Fit
Willie has higher standards than most, at a company where
the standards are already high. “But I’m also willing to give
people a chance,” he continued. “I won’t ask anyone to do

anything for me that I wouldn’t do myself. So I make sure
that everyone has the knowledge that they need.”
When selecting candidates for job openings, Willie
looks for more than mechanical skills. “I look for attention
to safety, a willingness to learn, and a good attitude that
blends with the rest of the team,” he said. “Then I pair
them with a seasoned tech in a particular area. Once they
have that skill down, I pair them with another service tech
in another area, and then with someone else on another
project.” Willie explained that this rotational cross training
helps him find what each person is good at, helps them
determine what they enjoy, and gives them an appreciation
and understanding of the workflow of the team. In fact,
this type of cross training is prevalent throughout the ALL
Family, and it ensures continuity of service for customers.
Once service techs are trained and ready to work,
long hours and travel are often required. “But that’s part of
what makes the job exciting. Techs work on more models of
equipment here than they would anywhere else,” Willie said.
“They’re all great thinkers and problem solvers because they
have to be. And because they help operators and owners
maintain equipment, they’re great with customers, assuring
them a solution can be found.”
He points out that many crane operators he knows
started out in the service shop, simply pushing a broom and
working their way up. “Now they’re operating all types of
incredible equipment,” he said.
Willie, like every good service manager, matches
roles with the strengths of those on his team. And when
someone’s new, he makes it a point to go out into the field
with them. “I let them call the shots, see how they handle
different situations.” Then, on the way home, he recaps the
day with them and provides corrections and additional
coaching on ways they can improve.
“Honestly, I learned just about everything I know in
this industry from Willie,” said Pat Sienza, one of Willie’s
two assistant managers. “His plate is always full, so Bob
[Butterbrodt] and I take the overflow. All of the people we
work with are great that way — I’ve never worked anywhere
that there were so many people willing to drop everything
when called on, to go whenever or wherever they’re needed
to get a job done. It’s remarkable. It’s one of the things that
sets us apart, according to our customers.”
Willie Schneider sets the example, every day.
To read more articles in ALL’s Day in the Life series, including
content available online only, visit allcrane.com/articles.

A derrick crane use to help erect the Crystal Palace for the Great Exhibition of 1851 in London, England.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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CRITICAL LABOR SHORTAGE LEAVES DOOR WIDE OPEN
FOR WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
“One of my guys started right out of high school. He’s 22 now and has done very
well for himself. I’m proud of him,” Dawes service manager Willie Schneider said.
“I do lots of school presentations because I want to get more guys like him before
they learn any bad habits.”
Unfortunately, bad habits aren’t the biggest obstacles Willie and other hiring
managers face. As tradesmen begin to retire, the heavy-lift industry faces a critical
shortage of skilled labor.
“Our fleet is one of the largest and most advanced in the world, but without people
to operate and maintain the equipment, that won’t matter,” said Katie Spahnie,
corporate human resources director for the ALL Family of Companies. “The ALL
Family has an industry-leading reputation,
highly competitive wages, robust benefits
packages, and a variety of employee perks —
but finding good people is still a challenge.”
Crane and rigging professionals cite a societal
push toward a 4-year degree or higher as a
major roadblock to recruitment. “But the
traditional college route is not for everyone,”
explains Pat Sienza, an assistant service
manager at Dawes. “Being a service tech in
this industry offers a tremendous opportunity
to have great success. The training is rigorous,
but the rewards are worth it.”
One of the steps ALL has taken to address
the labor shortage is to become a regular
sponsor of the Lift & Move USA series. The
series targets high schoolers and returning

veterans and is designed to showcase careers in the heavy-lift industry — a joint
venture from SC&RA, KHL Group, and NCCCO.
The ALL Family collaborates with others in the industry to provide speakers and
sponsorships that allow the series to travel around the country, giving attendees
the opportunity to see the equipment up close and talk to industry professionals.
To date, events have been held in Chicago, Houston, and Graham (NC), with the
next scheduled for Long Beach (CA) in November 2016.
“Their eyes light up,” said operator-turned-sales-specialist Brian Meek, who has
attended Lift & Move USA events on behalf of ALL. “By the end of the presentations,
these kids [and adults] are excited. And they don’t all want to be operators. They
ask about mechanic and welding positions.
Some want to be engineers. We tell them about
office opportunities, too, like marketing, finance,
sales, legal — positions that don’t require a
hard hat but are still in demand in this exciting
industry.”
Chad Rados, a project manager for ALL’s Central
Rent-A-Crane branch, has spoken at several of
the events because he’s passionate about what
he does. “I want people to know that having a
job you love is a right, not just a privilege for a
lucky few,” he said. “And they can find that in this
business. I did.”

PHOTO: L to R: Chad Rados, Rich Nomanson (GM, Raleigh) and Chuck Severs
(former operator, now sales) were prepared for on-the-spot interviews at the
North Carolina L&M event.

More than 1,500 attendees participated in
the first three Lift & Move USA events. To find
out more about Lift & Move USA, visit www.
liftandmoveusa.com.

A United States Navy floating crane working at sea off Long Beach, California, in 1944.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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1
Air Support Industries 4065 Extendable: S/N 1074144 (1974) 2-axle, high-flat extendable. Unit #CL1276. Located in Brookpark, OH $18,000

2
Talbert T3BDW45: S/N 40FWK6138K1007840 (1989) 3-axle, open well, beam. Unit #CL1036. Located in Cleveland, OH $33,000

3
Transcraft: SS/N TC8998 (1976) 4-axle, open well, step deck. Unit #CL1531. Located in Brookpark, OH $26,000

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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The ALL Family is now an official dealer of Manac trailers. As Manac’s
largest customer in the world, ALL is deeply familiar with the full spectrum
of Manac products and can help customers choose the right trailer for any
need. Read more about buying NEW equipment on page 48.
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4
Transcraft DDTX-36-16-42-6: S/N 1TTE4320201028329 (1986) 40-USt capacity, 2-axle, closed well, double step-deck. Unit #CL989. Located in Brookpark, OH $11,000

5
Talbert 13348A00: S/N 40FSK163XY1019846 (2000) 48-USt capacity, 3-axle, open well, beam. Unit #X852. Located in Cleveland, OH $36,000

6
Talbert T4DW-45-HRG1-T1-RC: S/N 40FSK584841022851 (2003) 45-USt capacity, 3-axle, open well, lowboy, drop side. Unit #CL654. Located in Marietta, OH $45,000

7

8

Talbert T3BDW45: S/N 40FWK523XJ1007249 (1988) 45-USt capacity, 3-axle, open
well, beam. Unit #CL1025. Located in Brookpark, OH $23,000

Talbert T3D45: S/N 1T9SK4938F10008416 (1985) 45-USt capacity, 3-axle, dropside, open well, lowboy. Unit #CL985. Located in Brookpark, OH $25,000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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1
X1057 (2007) Kenworth T-300 tandem, fuel & lube, hydraulic air compressor, Cummins ISC 8.3 litre, 315hp, 8-speed low hole trans, A/C, 40,000-lb
rears. 124,000 miles. $85,000

2

3

CL108 (2000) Mack CL713 four-axle flat bed, two lift steerable axles, 24' 6" flat bed,
Mack E-7, 350hp, 13-speed trans, 44,000-lb rears, double frame, A/C, air ride suspension.
166,493 miles. $40,000

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

CL940 (1997) Peterbilt 379 four-axle, 24' flat bed, two lift axles, Cat 3406, 450hp, 8-speed
low hole trans, A/C, Jacob brakes, 256" wheel base, Hendrickson suspension, 4:11 ratio.
188,436 miles. $37,500

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx
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5

CL1480 (2006) Peterbilt 379 tandem, 63" sleeper, Cat C-15, 550HP, 18-speed trans, Jacob
brakes, 46,000-lb rears, air ride suspension. 752,000 miles. $60,000

X1056 (2006) Peterbilt 379 tandem, 63" sleeper, Cummins ISX565 HP, 18-speed
trans, Jacob brakes, 46,000-lb rears, air ride suspension, 282" wheel base, 3:73 ratio.
804,000 miles. $58,500

6

7

X495 (2008) Peterbilt 379 tandem, 63" sleeper, Cummins ISX-550Hp, 18-speed
trans.,Jacob brakes, 46,000-lb rears, air ride suspension. 569,000 miles. $70,000

CL888 (1993) Peterbilt 379 four-axle heavy hauler, Cat 3406, 425Hp, 13-speed trans,
Jacob brakes, 16,000-lb fronts/46,000-lb rears. Double frame, air ride suspension, lift
axle. 934,000 miles. $36,5000

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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CALLAuthorized
MIKE Distributor
GARRITY TO START THE CONVERSATION.
P. 216-524-6550, C. 216-219-4800
MIKE.GARRITY@ALLCRANE.COM

ALL
Authorized Distributor

ALL is a tier-one dealer in Ohio, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. We
outfit customers with precisely the right machine,
complete with the ability to provide set-up and
training to optimize customer productivity. Then
we provide after-the-sale service with highly
responsive parts delivery and field service designed
to maximize lifetime return on investment.

BRIDGE BUILDER SPECIALS
Superior Transportability – 98,500 lb
and 88,000 (respective) transport weight
includes sideframes and inner boom
Comfort – Quiet, comfortable operator’s
cab, with high visibility viewing range
Engines – Cummins QSB 6.7 turbocharged
Speed – 2-speed travel, power for any
condition; pin-on 3rd drum; single sheave
extension

HC 80
• Capacity 80 USt
• Main boom with luffer 240'
• Dimensions 11' 9.5" wide, 10'2" high
• Transports on a standard low-boy
trailer

HC 110-1
• Capacity 110 USt
• Heavy lift boom, maximum 230' main
• Hydraulic counterweight erection
system
• Dimension of 11' wide and just over
11' high.

RTC-8050
• Capacity 50 USt
• Four-section, 110-foot hydraulic
telescoping boom
• Maximum tip height 168' including
optional extensions
• Versatile and nimble in tight spaces

218-HSL
• Capacity 110 USt
• 40-230' of tube boom with 45'-155'
angle boom attachment options
• 200' boom plus 75' jib maximum
combination for 278.6' max tip height
• Transports in four loads with full
boom and jib

Link-Belts represent a large part of ALL’s rental fleet.
And because we believe so strongly in the superior
brand, we are an exclusive dealer in Wisconsin
through Dawes and in a portion of Michigan. We
also offer parts direct and service for what we sell.
TCC-750
• Capacity 75 USt
• Full-power, four-section 38-115-foot boom
• Maximum main boom tip height 121'
• Dimensions: 11' 5" wide, 10' 9.5" high, 48'
9.25" long
• Remarkable control, reliability and capacity
• Quick mobilization – transports in only one
or two loads

Hy-Brid Lifts are scissor lifts known to be compact,
maneuverable, and easy to use and maintain. HyBrids are a favorite for plumbers, painters, drywallers,
ceiling tile installers, and many others. Their features
include a fully proportional dual-motor electric drive
system, an integrated battery charger, and a selfcontained hydraulic lift pump and motor unit. A unique
front wheel steering system allows the machine to
successfully operate on many traditionally “off-limit”
floor coverings, including carpets and tile.
Members of the ALL Family are authorized dealers for many popular brands.

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |

ALL is a dealer for the
aerial boom and scissor lift
equipment you trust: Genie,
Hy-Brid-Lifts, JLG, and Skyjack.

Our ALT Sales divsion is a
dealer for Terex, Manitex,
National Crane, Fassi and
Rotobec, as well as Landoll
trailers.
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THE SUM OF ITS PARTS
As an authorized dealer for many major brands, the ALL parts
department is a one-stop shop for customers.
“I not only deal with parts, I deal with emergencies,” said
Larry Jeppe, procurement director for the ALL Family at
the corporate parts department in Cleveland. “When a part
is needed, it will be treated as an emergency if it’s costing a
customer downtime.” Crane manufacturers, customers of
ALL, and even competitors call on ALL for parts when the
need is crucial, knowing what a broad selection they have
available at any given time.
With more than 50 years in the industry, ALL has
acquired several smaller crane and lift companies, each
with their own history
of
inventory
systems,
specialized mechanics, and
tracking methods. Over
the years, the company
has unified its approach to
parts and service so that
both are available for any
machine as quickly and
efficiently as possible. For
one of the biggest fleets on
the continent, that’s no easy
feat — but a unified system
offers particular advantages to customers of the parts
department.
“Because of the size of our fleet, we have the biggest
variety of spare parts for every type of equipment,” said
Jeppe. “We have parts for older machines and the newest
equipment; everything you can think of from around 1964
on. We also have an enormous selection of pumps and
motors, ready to go whenever they are needed.”
For the company’s 38 locations, the parts
department’s efficiency relies on a series of hubs at seven
ALL branches, regionally covering Canada, the Midwest,
and the South, with Cleveland having the largest inventory.
Parts and equipment are also tracked through the companywide computer system, so each branch can know where to
find the parts they need.
Rather than centralizing parts completely in
Cleveland, the hub approach allows for faster repairs and
reduces downtime. Wherever a machine is at work, when a
part breaks, one of the hub locations nearby is likely to have
a replacement. Owing to the size of ALL’s continental fleet,

if the requested part is not in stock, it could be removed
from an idle machine to immediately replace the broken
part. Then a replacement part can be sent from Cleveland
and put on the idle machine.
This approach is increasingly rare, though, as each
hub works to stock similar inventory. The ultimate benefit
is to the customer, who gets the part quicker because of
ALL’s network and deep fleet. “We probably have the largest
hose and fitting selection of any crane company. These are
crucial to every machine’s operation,” said Jeppe. “With
all the manufacturers’
parts we stock, to be able
to have them uniformly
available across all hubs
has been a huge, multi-year
investment in the making.”
That investment has paid
off, as ALL has become the
one-stop shop, even for its
competitors. When anyone
needs a part quickly, there’s
no better choice. “We are
self-sufficient,” said Jeppe.
"We don’t have to wait for the store to open because we
essentially have our own. And if we don’t have a part, we
can make it.”
With more than 100,000 SKUs, ALL’s parts
department stocks everything from the smallest nuts and
bolts to fully built crane engines ready to ship. This is the
benefit ALL’s customers get that others cannot provide. “If
you are our customer, our parts inventory is YOUR parts
inventory,” said Jeppe. “Our rebuild shop, our engine shop,
our fabrication shops, tool and die shops, machine shops
— you get all of it. And on the jobsite, we can provide the
parts support you need for all of your equipment, not just
the units you rented from us.”
Whatever is needed to minimize downtime, ALL
will provide. That’s what you get when you do business
with ALL.

“If you are our
customer, our 100,000+
parts inventory is YOUR
parts inventory.”

To learn more about the ALL Family’s parts department,
visit at www.craneparts.com or phone at 216-524-6550.

THE PARTS YOU WANT
ALL has agreements with many manufacturers to
buy parts direct. ALL’s volume buying discounts
can translate to valuable savings for customers.
ALL is an authorized dealer/distributor for the
following manufacturers:

B R O D E RS O N
C A R M A N A H T E C H N O LO G I E S
C AT
COX R E E D S
CU M M I N S
D E M AG
D E U TZ
I S U ZU
J LG
JOHN DEERE
LU B E - A - B O O M
MAHLE
MERCEDES-BENZ
N AT I O N A L
O R L ACO C A M E RA S
PERKINS
Q U I N C Y CO M P R E SS O R
SCANIA
SHUTTLELIFT
TEREX

Check out what’s also available online at www.allcrane.com/BuyUsedEquipmentList.aspx

allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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See page 44.
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Flashback, Circa 1985
Rick “Ricky” Mikut (left) has been in this business a long time — and he’s still a young guy! This summer, he celebrated his 40th anniversary with the ALL Family of Companies.
Read more about him on page 23.

www.allcrane.com
allcrane.com | 800-232-4100 |
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